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INTRODUCTION
Advanced Manufacturing is a term without an exact or consistent definition. The proponents
know it when they see it but often can’t define it. The definition is not commonly agreed upon,
even in the manufacturing community. This ambiguity has hamstrung communities and states
hoping to develop a strategy for promoting and growing Advanced Manufacturing. If you can’t
define it, how can you identify and develop it?
Most experts now agree on several points. First, advanced manufacturing isn’t industry specific,
although some industries such as defense, aerospace, and automotive have more advanced
manufacturing companies than others. Advanced Manufacturing is identified at the company
rather than the industry level. It is more useful to define Advanced Manufacturing based on
“how” companies manufacture, rather than on their end products. Since all of the economic and
employment information for manufacturing is collected based on the finished goods that are
produced, traditional industry statistics aren’t useful for identifying it. A typical machine shop,
for example, could employ standard industry-accepted technologies such as manual lathes and
drill presses and be considered part of the “old economy,” while another machine shop may
have adopted computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) and the very
latest advanced machining technologies and thus could be considered part of the advanced
manufacturing sector.
Second, a consensus on the characteristics of advanced manufacturing companies is emerging.
Industry Week magazine recently reported that the central idea behind advanced manufacturing
is that it’s a series of methods that take manufacturing operations to a level that can’t be easily
replicated by their competitors1. Advanced manufacturing is identified by high-tech processes
and innovation.
Third, it’s not just about technology, it’s also about the company’s workforce. Advanced
manufacturing workers have more advanced and broader skills than their counterparts in
traditional manufacturing and their job descriptions reflect broader responsibilities. Advanced
manufacturing companies generate competitive advantage through workers as well as through
manufacturing technologies and processes. For example, flexibility is a key feature of advanced
manufacturing. If firms are to meet the customer’s needs, manufacturers must be able to supply
custom-designed parts and deliver them to the customer in specified quantities. Often, the
customer demands that the parts be delivered at a precise time. Flexibility compels production
workers to work smarter.2

Fourth, advanced manufacturing is acquired, not bought. It can’t be achieved solely through the
purchase of new equipment or materials. It results from applying new knowledge and
1

“Advanced Manufacturing: Where is America Today?”, Industry Week Magazine, Sept. 10,2010
Indianapolis Private Industry Council, Industry Transformation: Growth and Change in Advanced
Manufacturing in Central Indiana, Spring 2006, page 6.
2
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innovation to the company’s manufacturing operations to build a competitive advantage. The
advanced manufacturing operation tends to be more sophisticated than assembly-line
production, encompassing lean production techniques, enhanced supply chain integration, and
technology assimilation. Clear lines between traditional manufacturers and advanced
manufacturing industries are at times difficult to identify. Technology is integrated at varying
speeds depending upon the innovative capacity of individual firms.

How then can the economic developer identify advanced manufacturing? From a review of
materials published by the NACFAM (National Council for Advanced Manufacturing) and other
trade groups, it is concluded that advanced manufacturing companies are identified by their use
of one or more of the six dimensions of advanced manufacturing (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Six Dimensions of Advanced Manufacturing Companies
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•Designed and built to global quality and
manufacturing standards
•High percentage of global sales

•Pervasive modeling
•Interoperable software systems

•Nanotechnology
•Direct-digital manufacturing
•Micromanufacturing
•Bioprocessing

•Flexible manufacturing
•Supply chain management
•Network centric manufacturing
•Intelligent control systems
•Lean manufacturing
•TQM
•Six Sigma
•Energy efficiency
•Environmental sustainability

•Knowledge management systems
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Advanced manufacturing includes manufacturing industries that increasingl
increasinglyy integrate new
innovative technologies in both products and processes. The rate of technology adoption and
the ability to use that technology to remain competitive and add value define the advanced
manufacturing sector. Advanced manufacturers assess, in
investigate,
vestigate, and invest in technology
across a wide spectrum of scientific and engineering fields. These technological advances, once
embedded in the manufacturing operation either in the form of new products or processes,
enable companies to raise productivity and provide value to customers. The key to success in
this pursuit is generally acknowledged to be an enlightened and empowered production worker.
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Those workers who make the product and watch it moving through the production process are
best able to suggest where waste occurs and what can be done to eliminate it.3
Innovation is the driving catalyst for growth in advanced manufacturing. According to Deloitte
Research, products that represent more than 70 percent of current manufacturing sales will be
obsolete in the next five years. This means that the manufacturing sector will have to become
even more focused on product development and speed to market.4 In this context, advanced
manufacturing is manufacturing that incorporates a rapid transfer of science and technology into
its processes and products.

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING IN NORTHEAST INDIANA
The Conexus website states that more than 500,000 Indiana workers are employed in advanced
manufacturing. It is likely that this number is in error, however. The National Association of
Manufacturers indicates that only 440,000 workers were employed in manufacturing in Indiana
in 2009, and the latest data from the Indiana Department of Workforce Development is 434,800
workers employed in manufacturing.
Regardless of the number of people employed in advanced manufacturing at either the state or
national level, this segment of manufacturing will continue to increase in importance. A recent
study by the Association for Manufacturing Technology asserts that advanced manufacturing
technologies contributed nearly $1 trillion in economic benefit to the U.S. manufacturing sector.
While Taimerica was unable in the scope of this project to identify all of the advanced
manufacturing companies in Northeast Indiana using the six dimensions mentioned earlier, a
method was developed for identifying Advanced Manufacturing (AM) companies using a
combination of three screening variables:
1. Companies must have sophisticated quality control systems in place (ISO 9001 certified);
2. Companies must fit within one of the industries where Advanced Manufacturing is
common; and;
3. Companies must generate intellectual property that involves one of the six cutting edge
areas listed previously.
Patents are the best single indicator of intellectual property because they are awarded only for
inventions that are novel and also commercial. Taimerica used its proprietary database to
identify companies with patents issued in manufacturing technologies or products. The idea for
3

Indianapolis Private Industry Council, Industry Transformation: Growth and Change in Advanced
Manufacturing in Central Indiana, Spring 2006, page 5.
4
Jim Jay, “Manufacturing: Center stage in the innovation economy,” Inside Indiana Business.
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using ISO certification is that companies in manufacturing tend to need sophisticated tools and
processes to maintain ISO certification standards and to implement lean manufacturing concepts
like Six Sigma. These companies are likely to have more sophisticated training requirements than
traditional manufacturers and are also better candidates for future growth and expansion than
traditional manufacturing companies.
The identification process in Northeast Indiana suggested that most of the advanced
manufacturing companies in the region fall within one of eight national value chain clusters:
Printing & publishing; Optical equipment and instruments; steel milling; metalworking and
fabricated metal products; machine tools; precision instruments; computer & electronic
equipment; and motor vehicles.
The advanced manufacturing cluster in Northeast Indiana, when defined using the National Value
Chain framework, consists of 43 NAICS industries, nearly all of the 4 digit groups in the respective
value chain clusters (see Table 1). About fifty industries at the six digit NAICS level present in the
national clusters are missing in Northeast Indiana (see Table 2). The Motor Vehicles or
Automotive and the Metalworking and Fabricated Metal subclusters have the broadest industry
representation in Northeast Indiana while the Computer and Electronic Equipment cluster has
the narrowest. In the case of Computers and Electronics, many of the components used in
electrical circuitry are not produced in Northeast Indiana.
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Table 1. Industries in the Advanced Manufacturing Cluster in NE Indiana with Cluster
Number and Name from Feser's National Value Chain Clusters
Cluster
#
13 & 39
39
39
36

Cluster Name

NAICS

NAICS Title

Printing & publishing & Optical Equip.
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Steel milling
Steel milling, Metalworking, fab. metal
products
Steel milling

3231
3259
3261
3311

PRINTED MATTER & RELATED PRODUCT, NESOI
OTHER CHEMICAL PRODUCTS & PREPARATIONS
PLASTICS PRODUCTS
IRON & STEEL & FERROALLOY

3312

STEEL PRODUCTS FROM PURCHASED STEEL

3313

11 & 14

Machine tools & Metalworking

3321

11 & 39

3322
3323

ARCHITECTURAL & STRUCTURAL METALS

3324

BOILERS, TANKS, & SHIPPING CONTAINERS

11
11

Machine tools & Optical Equip.
Metalworking & fabricated metal
products
Metalworking & fabricated metal
products
Machine tools
Machine tools

ALUMINA & ALUMINUM & PROCESSING
CROWNS, CLOSURES, SEALS & OTHER PACKING
ACCESSORIES
CUTLERY & H&TOOLS

3325
3326

11

Machine tools

3327

Machine tools & Metalworking
Precision instruments &
computer/electronics

3329

HARDWARE
SPRINGS & WIRE PRODUCTS
BOLTS, NUTS, SCREWS & OTHER TURNED
PRODUCTS
OTHER FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS

3333

COMMERCIAL & SERVICE INDUSTRY MACHINERY

11 & 14

Machine tools & Metalworking

3334

11
11
11
17
17
12 & 23

Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Precision instruments & Motor Vehicles

3335
3336
3339
3341
3342
3343

Computer & electronic equip.

3344

14 & 36
36

14 & 36
14

11& 14
12 & 17

3346
3351
3352

VENTILATION, HEATING, AIR-CONDITIONING, &
COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION EQUIP.
METALWORKING MACHINERY
ENGINES, TURBINES, & POWER TRANS. EQUIP.
OTHER GENERAL PURPOSE MACHINERY
COMPUTER EQUIP.
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIP.
AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
SEMICONDUCTORS & OTHER ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
NAVIGATIONAL, MEASURING, ELECTROMEDICAL,
& CONTROL INSTRUMENTS
MAGNETIC & OPTICAL MEDIA
ELECTRIC LIGHTING EQUIP.
HOUSEHOLD APPL. & MISC. MACHINES, NESOI

3353

ELECTRICAL EQUIP.

3359
3361
3362
3363
3364
3366
3369
3391

ELECTRICAL EQUIP. & COMPONENTS, NESOI
MOTOR VEHICLES
MOTOR VEHICLE BODIES & TRAILERS
MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS
AEROSPACE PRODUCTS & PARTS
SHIPS & BOATS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP., NESOI
MEDICAL EQUIP. & SUPPLIES

Machine tools, Printing, Optical Equip.

3399

MISC. MANUFACTURED COMMODITIES

13

Printing & publishing

5111

13

Printing & publishing

5152

13
13
13
17

Printing & publishing
Printing & publishing
Printing & publishing
Computer & electronic equip.

5175
5416
5418
8112

17
12, 17 &
43
39
23
12
12& 17
17
23
23
23
43
23
11 & 23
12 & 39
11, 13,
39

Precision instruments,
computers/electronics & aerospace
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Motor vehicles
Precision instruments
Precision instruments &
computers/electronics
Computer & electronic equip.
Motor vehicles
Motor vehicles
Motor vehicles
Aerospace
Motor vehicles
Machine tools & Motor Vehicles
Precision instruments & Optical Equip.

3345

NEWSPAPERS, BOOKS & OTHER PUBLISHED
MATTER, NESOI
PUBLISHED PRINTED MUSIC & MUSIC
MANUSCRIPTS
Cable & other program distribution
Management & technical consulting services
Advertising, PR, & related services
Electronic equip. repair & maintenance
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Table 2. Industries from National Value Chain Clusters Missing in NE Indiana
Cluster Name
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Machine tools
Precision instruments
Precision instruments
Precision instruments
Precision instruments
Precision instruments
Precision instruments
Printing & publishing
Metalworking & fab. metal products
Metalworking & fab. metal products
Metalworking & fab. metal products
Metalworking & fab. metal products
Metalworking & fab. metal products
Metalworking & fab. metal products
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Computer & electronic equip.
Motor vehicles
Motor vehicles
Steel milling
Steel milling
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Optical Equip. & Instruments
Aerospace
Aerospace
Aerospace

NAICS
332117
332213
332911
332913
332919
332991
332994
333411
333412
333996
336992
333315
334310
334515
334518
335224
335228
541820
332114
332115
332117
332410
332431
333412
334111
334112
334113
334119
334210
334290
334411
334414
334417
334510
334515
334517
334518
334310
335110
331112
331221
325992
332211
334611
334613
339931
339941
339944
336414
336415
336419

NAICS Title
Powder Metallurgy Part Manufacturing
Saw Blade & H&saw Manufacturing
Industrial Valve Manufacturing
Plumbing Fixture Fitting & Trim Manufacturing
Other Metal Valve & Pipe Fitting Manufacturing
Ball & Roller Bearing Manufacturing
Small Arms Manufacturing
Air Purification Equip. Manufacturing
Industrial & Commercial Fan & Blower Manufacturing
Fluid Power Pump & Motor Manufacturing
Military Armored Vehicle, Tank, Tank Component Mfg.
Photographic & Photocopying Equip. Manufacturing
Audio & Video Equip. Manufacturing
Instrument Mfg. for Measuring Electrical Signals
Watch, Clock, & Part Manufacturing
Household Laundry Equip. Manufacturing
Other Major Household Appliance Manufacturing
Public Relations Agencies
Custom Roll Forming
Crown & Closure Manufacturing
Powder Metallurgy Part Manufacturing
Power Boiler & Heat Exchanger Manufacturing
Metal Can Manufacturing
Industrial & Commercial Fan & Blower Manufacturing
Electronic Computer Manufacturing
Computer Storage Device Manufacturing
Computer Terminal Manufacturing
Other Computer Peripheral Equip. Manufacturing
Telephone Apparatus Manufacturing
Other Communications Equip. Manufacturing
Electron Tube Manufacturing
Electronic Capacitor Manufacturing
Electronic Connector Manufacturing
Electromedical & Electrotherapeutic Apparatus Mfg.
Instrument Manufacturing for Measuring Elec. Signals
Irradiation Apparatus Manufacturing
Watch, Clock, & Part Manufacturing
Audio & Video Equip. Manufacturing
Electric Lamp Bulb & Part Manufacturing
Electrometallurgical Ferroalloy Product Manufacturing
Rolled Steel Shape Manufacturing
Photographic Film, Paper, Plate, & Chemical Mfg.
Cutlery & Flatware (except Precious) Manufacturing
Software Reproducing
Magnetic & Optical Recording Media Manufacturing
Doll & Stuffed Toy Manufacturing
Pen & Mechanical Pencil Manufacturing
Carbon Paper & Inked Ribbon Manufacturing
Guided Missile & Space Vehicle Manufacturing
Guided Missile & Space Vehicle Propulsion Unit Mfg.
Other Guided Missile, Space Vehicle, Aux. Equip. Mfg.
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Recent Performance of Advanced Manufacturing Clusters in Northeast
Indiana
The nine Value Chain clusters that compose the Advanced Manufacturing cluster in Northeast
Indiana represent about 38,000 jobs in the region (see Table 3). In aggregate, these nine clusters
shed 15,000 jobs over the last seven years. Four of the nine AM clusters performed better than
their counterparts throughout the nation while five performed worse than the national norm.
The motor vehicle cluster performed much worse than the national norm. This one cluster
accounts for about two-thirds of the total regional job losses of the nine clusters. The region’s
close ties to the Detroit automakers and its looser ties to the transplant automakers explains, at
least partially, the dire performance of the cluster during the last seven years.
The Advanced Manufacturing clusters that witnessed the best relative performance were in
Computers and electronic equipment, Aerospace, Printing & Publishing, and Steel Milling. The
Printing and Publishing cluster grew through the attraction of new companies. The Computers
and Aerospace clusters consist of the Defense Communications companies operating in the
region. These two Value Chain clusters combine to form what has been called the Defense
Cluster in previous studies.
The differentials in job performance among the Advanced Manufacturing clusters require an
review of the overall competitive situation for advanced manufacturing, followed by an
examination of the various components of the cluster. The components that are examined
separately are: Automotive; Defense; and Wire. Alternative Energy will also be investigated as an
emerging cluster with AM. However, it is not yet large enough to warrant a separate
identification within the National Value Chain, although it is of enough importance to warrant a
separate analysis.

Table 3. Value Chain Clusters in NE Indiana within the Advanced Manufacturing Cluster
NE IN
Empl 2002
18,158

NE IN
Empl
2009
8,387

NE IN
Trend
(%)
-54%

US
Trend
(%)
-38%

NE IN
Ratio of
US
-141%

NE
IND
LQ
3.8

9,337

6,192

-34%

-16%

-213%

1.6

7,053

6,645

-6%

-18%

32%

0.9

5,930

6,696

13%

5%

268%

0.3

5,731

4,029

-30%

-11%

-259%

1.5

12

Machine tools
Computer & electronic
equipment
Printing & publishing
Metalworking & fabricated
metal products
Precision instruments

3,356

2,472

-26%

-20%

-129%

1.5

36
39

Steel milling
Optical Equipment & Instr.

2,083
1,976

1,990
1,437

-4%
-27%

-16%
-15%

28%
-178%

2.0
0.8

43

Aerospace
TOTAL

201
53,825

554
38,402

176%

1%

176%

0.1
1.0

Clstr.
ID
23
11
17
13
14

Cluster Label
Motor vehicles

Growth or relative decline in NE IND better than US average
Source: Taimerica calculations from EMSI
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Innovation Rates in Northeast Indiana and AM Competitors
Because advanced manufacturing is tied to innovation, the patent rates in communities with
advanced manufacturing tend to have higher patent rates than other metro regions. Ft. Wayne
is comparable to the other eight AM competitors in terms of patents per 10,000 population (see
Tables 4 and 5). All of the advanced manufacturing competitors have patent rates significantly
above the median for all Consolidated Statistical Areas (CSAs). In terms of specific technologies,
Northeast Indiana is strongest in mechanical inventions and footloose inventions (this is the
statistical category that includes orthopedics). It appears that all of the advanced manufacturing
centers share the strength in mechanical inventions, which is obviously a core technology in
advanced manufacturing.
Additional information about innovation rates in Northeast Indiana and the competitor
communities is contained in Taimerica’s earlier report: Advanced Manufacturing Innovations in
Northeast Indiana.
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Table 4. Patent Trends in Ft. Wayne and Advanced Manufacturing Competitor
Communities 2004-08

Source: Taimerica database

NOTES TO TABLE AND CHART

The eight technology clusters in this table are based on research published in 2002 in the Economic
Development Quarterly. That research demonstrated that patents are not normally distributed
but are concentrated among a small cross section of the nation’s CSAs. Sixty of the nation’s 300+
metro areas account for the majority of the patents issued nationally. Tech centers tend to have
concentrations of patents within one or more of eight types of inventions as defined by patent
classifications. These eight types of technologies are shown in the table above.
If an Advanced Manufacturing competitor of NE Indiana is above the median in a technology, It
means that 50% of the metro regions in the US have a lower concentration of this technology, as
expressed in patents per 10,000 population, an adjustment for the size of CSA. If it is above the
average for all CSAs, it falls within the top 10-20% of all CSA’s depending on the technology class.
The table below shows the relative ranking for each of the eight technology classes:
Coatings

Top 31 CSAs

Electronics

Top 65 “

Fashion/Entertainment

Top 31 “

Footloose

NA

Inorganic Chemistry

Top 31 “

Organic Chemistry

Top 32 “

Mechanical

Top 107 “

Medical

Top 78 “

Mining

Top 29 CSAs
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Table 5. Academic R&D in 2008 in Advanced Manufacturing Competitors ($000)
By Source of Support
Competitor

TOTAL

Fed

Grand Rapids

$

11,719

$

3,437

Greenville-Spartanburg

$ 196,554

$

57,577

Milwaukee

$ 221,343

Peoria

$

York

$

S&L
$

588

Industry
$

Institution

212

$

Other

4,412

$

3,070
4,085

$ 24,188

$ 13,573

$ 97,131

$

$ 137,037

$

6,999

$

5,343

$ 52,926

$ 19,038

1,760

$

359

$

-

$

1,026

$

375

$

-

469

$

319

$

-

$

33

$

117

$

-

Ft. Wayne

-

-

-

-

-

-

Rockford

-

-

-

-

-

-

NOTE: No data reported to NSF for institutions in Ft. Wayne or Rockford, IL MSA’s
Source: Calculated using NSF data

Talent Metrics for Northeast Indiana and AM Competitors
Taimerica’s TQMC indices provide a means of comparing manufacturing talent pools and costs in
the AM competitor communities (see Table 6). Because wages are calculated using weighted
averages, the effects of differences in the occupational mix between regions are factored into
the wage index. This eliminates a statistical bias that can result when wages are averaged among
a series of occupations. Note that the indices are calculated for metro areas rather than
combined statistical areas.
Northeast Indiana has a narrower range of manufacturing occupations than the competitor
communities (breadth index). This index suggests that manufacturing companies in the other
communities will have less need to search for talent outside of the local labor market. The
absolute size of the manufacturing workforce also suggests that Indianapolis, Grand Rapids,
Cincinnati, Greenville, and Milwaukee have much bigger talent pools to draw on for AM skills
recruitment. The index also implies that these other regions have comparative advantages in
terms of scale for providing training for manufacturing companies.
Ft. Wayne has a high concentration of manufacturing skills in its labor market (the concentration
index) although four of the competitors (Grand Rapids, York, Greenville, and Rockford IL) have
even higher concentrations of manufacturing skills. The concentration indices suggest that the
selected competitors are appropriate for AM comparisons.
The cost indices suggest that manufacturing talent costs, when adjusted for the mix of skills in
the workforce, are significantly less in Ft. Wayne than in any of the other eight competitors. The
differential is anywhere between 10 to 20 percent, a substantial competitive advantage.
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These indices suggest that Northeast Indiana has a cost advantage for advanced manufacturing
talent compared to the other communities, but lacks the breadth and depth of manufacturing
talent that these larger communities offer.
A similar wage pattern emerges when median wages for different occupations that are of
strategic importance to advanced manufacturing are compared (see Table 7). The differentials
for Ft. Wayne and rural Northeast Indiana are similar. In both cases, the arithmetic average of
the median wage rate for the twelve occupations in the profile are about 8 to 13 percent less in
Northeast Indiana than in the competitor communities.
Some sense of the degree of advanced manufacturing skills can be gained by looking at the
concentration of occupations in the competitor communities (see Table 8). Grand Rapids has a
high concentration of CNC, industrial and mechanical engineers, maintenance mechanics, and
tool and die makers. Rockford IL has concentrations in metalworking trades, especially CNC,
machinists, and tool and die. Northeast Indiana also stands out in its concentration of
metalworking trades, especially in CNC, machinists, and tool and die. It appears from this
analysis that Northeast Indiana has a high concentration of advanced manufacturing operations
in the metalworking arena. This would include automotive and machinery manufacturing.
The talent pool for advanced manufacturing requires a significant number of college graduates in
technical fields such as engineering, computer science and business at the bachelor’s degree
level and in engineering technology, mechanic & repair technology and precision production at
the associate’s degree level. The pool of graduates in Northeast Indiana at the bachelor’s level is
smaller, on a population adjusted basis, than in all of the competitor locations except for
Rockford, IL and York, PA (see Table 9). At the Associate’s level, the pool in Northeast Indiana is
comparable or better to those in all of the other competitor communities except Peoria, IL.
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Table 6. Taimerica's TQMC Indices for Advanced Manufacturing Clusters

Source: Taimerica database
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Table 7. Median Wage in May 2009 for Most Common Occupations in the Advanced Manufacturing Cluster

Source: Compiled using various BLS databases
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Table 8. Concentrations in May 2009 of Most Common Occupations in the Advanced Manufacturing Cluster (Jobs in
Occupation per 1000 jobs in labor market)

Source: Compiled using various BLS databases
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Table 9. Undergraduate Degrees in Technical Fields Awarded in 2008 in Ft. Wayne and Advanced Manufacturing
Competitors

Source: Calculated using IPEDS data
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Focus Group and Interview Findings in the Advanced Manufacturing Cluster
A series of focus groups and interviews were held with local manufacturers in the Vision 2020
process and by Taimerica. Some of the findings from these sources are listed here, which are
relevant to a discussion of the concerns and needs of the advanced manufacturing in Northeast
Indiana:
•

Some of the companies in the advanced manufacturing cluster are interested in entering
the wind power business as suppliers. Some of these have made acquisitions to acquire
technologies or products to serve this growing industry. Companies feel that the
alternative energy sector provides a significant long-term opportunity for growth.

•

Advanced manufacturing, by design, squeezes jobs out of manufacturing. Regions that
are successful with advanced manufacturing cannot expect to substantially grow
manufacturing payrolls. This creates a problem for accessing Indiana training programs
that are geared to employment growth.

•

Advanced manufacturing creates a recurring need for upgrade training. Workers need to
acquire new skills and to broaden their manufacturing expertise as job descriptions
expand. This is another issue with the Indiana training programs, because upgrade
training does not expand payrolls.

•

The complexion of the manufacturing workforce is changing. Managers and supervisors
need to have bi-lingual skills and an awareness of cultural differences between workers
born in the U.S. and those that are immigrants.

•

The need for programmable logic controllers and maintenance mechanics is growing,
and the facilities and programs needed to support this need have to grow with industry
demand.

•

The Indiana tax code is an issue for making investments in automation since equipment
is treated as personal property. Manufacturers carry a big share of the property tax
burden and tax caps enacted several years ago have made the situation worse.

•

Companies in this sector would like to see more companies that provide contract
maintenance services in the region. Equipment maintenance is a growing issue as
companies become more automated.

•

Advanced manufacturers agreed that the work ethic in Northeast Indiana is strong,
which is reinforced by the religious culture of the region.

•

Manufacturers clearly felt that the region needed apprenticeship training for tool and die
and metalworking trades to supplement the programs at Ivy Tech. The metal trades
have become so sophisticated that workers can’t learn all of the needed skills in an
academic framework.
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Changes in the automotive world are likely to drive the need for more local and regional
suppliers. This could provide an opportunity for Northeast Indiana.

What Are the Workforce Needs for Advanced Manufacturing?
The manufacturing workforce is becoming more highly skilled as manufacturing has evolved into
a more technology intensive sector. The general education level of the manufacturing workforce
has continued to improve in recent years. Most notably, between 2000 and 2008, the share of
the total manufacturing workforce with B.A. degrees increased from 16 percent to nearly 19
percent, and the share with graduate and professional degrees increased from 5.7 percent to
nearly 8 percent. The share of manufacturing employees with less than a high school diploma
fell from 14 percent to just under 12 percent during the same period.5
Unfortunately, U.S. manufacturers are experiencing serious difficulties in finding workers with
the skill sets and talents they need. Even though the number of laid-off manufacturing workers
has dramatically increased, too few appear to have the required skills. It is likely that the
shortage of qualified workers will worsen as new technologies require significantly higher skills.
This problem will be accelerated with the retirement of skilled workers in the next several years.
Concurrently, not enough young people are considering an advanced manufacturing career and
generally are not aware of the skills needed to work in this environment. Unfortunately, the K-12
system usually does not provide students with an awareness of these skills or educate them
about manufacturing career opportunities.
Advanced manufacturing companies require a different talent and skill base than traditional
manufacturing. Technical skills continue to be essential to the future of this industry. According
to a 2005 NAM survey on the advanced manufacturing workforce, 53 percent of firms
responding listed technical skills as the greatest need over the next three years. Additional skill
sets included the ability to work in teams (47 percent), strong computer skills (40 percent), the
ability to read and translate diagrams and flow charts (39 percent), and strong supervisory and
managerial skills (37 percent).6 Workers need the basic academic, workplace, and technical skills
that will enable them to support the innovation requirements of an advanced manufacturing
environment.
The U.S. Department of Labor has concluded that jobs in the advanced manufacturing industry
require a complete understanding and mastery of a variety of skill sets. Rather than hiring a
worker to perform a specific task, employers increasingly need workers who are flexible and can
rotate around the jobs in the plant. For example, workers need:

5

th

The Manufacturing Institute, The Facts About Modern Manufacturing, 8 Edition, 2008, page 36.
6
National Association of Manufacturers "2005 Skills Gap Report - A Survey of the American Manufacturing
Workforce"
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•

The production skills to set up, operate, monitor, and control the manufacturing process.

•

The process design and development skills to continuously improve production
processes. For example, as companies implement lean manufacturing techniques and Six
Sigma quality controls so that they can control costs and remain competitive, they need
employees who understand these concepts and will be proactively involved in their
implementation.

•

Skills in health and safety to maintain a safe work environment.

•

Skills in maintenance, installation, and repair to maintain and optimize complex
equipment and systems.

•

Knowledge of supply chain logistics in order to plan and monitor the movement and
storage of materials and products.

•

Skills in quality assurance and continuous improvement to ensure that products and
processes meet quality requirements.7

•

An understanding of what it takes to achieve customer satisfaction.

The report on advanced manufacturing from the Indianapolis PIC found that three occupations
were critical in this group of industries: tool and die makers; machinists; and machine operators.
These employers emphasized that versatility among these occupations is essential because of the
need to frequently make, calibrate and replace dies for short-batch production.8
The NAM-Endorsed Manufacturing Skills Certification System is built upon the framework of skills
and competencies identified by manufacturers for manufacturers. The first release of the NAM
system focuses on the core skills, including personal effectiveness competencies such as
willingness to learn and dependability; academic competencies such as applied science and
presentation skills; workplace competencies such as teamwork and applied technology; and
industry-wide technical competencies such as supply chain logistics and health & safety.
To assure workers have the basic academic and general workplace skills, the NAM system is
grounded on the ACT National Career Readiness Certificate. The certificate will assure
manufacturers that individuals who choose to enter the workforce immediately after high school
or postsecondary education have the core academic and workplace competencies for
employment.
Entry-level manufacturing careers across all sectors require foundational competencies in health
and safety, quality assurance and continual improvement, manufacturing process, development
and design, and production and supply chain logistics. The NAM system includes: for entry-level
7
8

Ibid.
Ibid., p. 8.
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production workers, the Manufacturing Skill Standards Council’s Certified Production Technician
(CPT); for metal-working, the National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) machining and
metal-forming credentials; and for welding, the American Welding Society’s Certified Welder
credentials. Four community colleges (Shoreline in Washington, Forsythe Technical in North
Carolina, Alamo in Texas, and Lorain in Ohio) were the first to begin implementation of this
certification.
The Manufacturing Skill Standards Council (MSSC) is an industry-led standards-based, training,
assessment and certification system focused on the core skills and knowledge needed by the
nation’s production and supply chain logistics workers. The nationwide MSSC System, based
upon industry-defined and federally-endorsed national standards, offers both entry-level and
incumbent workers the opportunity to demonstrate that they have acquired the skills
increasingly needed in the high-growth, technology-intensive jobs of the 21st century.
The MSSC offers certificate(s) and/or certification for both Production Workers (Certified
Production Technician or CPT) and Front Line Workers in Supply Chain Logistics foundationallevel (Certified Logistics Associate or CLA) and mid-level (Certified Logistics Technician or CLT).
Currently, Ivy Tech Community College is the only authorized provider of MSSC training and
certification at the post-secondary level in Indiana.
MSSC benefits to employers include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A pipeline of skilled workers by embedding MSSC certification training into the schools
Decreased recruitment costs by providing job candidates with industry-recognized
credentials
Elimination of remedial training costs by providing well prepared workers
A diagnostic tool to benchmark incumbent workers against a high-performance national
standard
Increased ROI for training by targeting it against the gaps identified by the MSSC diagnostic
tool
An aid to attracting, motivating and retaining qualified employees.

Training providers, such as community colleges and technical schools need to become more
responsive to meeting workplace needs. Education providers need the curriculum, equipment,
qualified instructors and other tools necessary to train the highly skilled workforce that advanced
manufacturers need. This could include distant learning and/or computer-assisted learning that
is available at times and places convenient to all workers, regardless of work shifts or distance.
Parallel to alternative delivery methods for training is the underlying need for structured paths of
training, such as competency models and career ladders. As these become clearer, they provide
more obvious career development opportunities for incumbent workers. Educators need to
define the specific competencies and implement the career ladder and lattice models that will
enable workers to continually enhance their skills.
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The U.S. Department of Labor has announced a series of investments totaling more than $105
million to address the workforce needs of the advanced manufacturing industry. These
investments result from forums which the U.S. Department of Labor hosted over the past three
years with industry leaders, educators, and the public workforce system to identify the industry’s
hiring, training, and retention challenges.

AUTOMOTIVE SUBCLUSTER
The automotive cluster is the largest of the advanced manufacturing subclusters in Northeast
Indiana. The automotive industry has been a leader in advanced manufacturing concepts and
the dimensions of advanced manufacturing are more widespread in automotive than in most
forms of manufacturing. Despite recent announcement by Navistar that it was moving its design
facility from Allen County to Illinois, the vehicle industry continues to have a strong presence in
Northeast Indiana, especially when the recreation vehicle industry is added to the mix. Based on
its past and current importance to the economy of the region, Taimerica is investigating the
potential of the advanced technology vehicle industry as an emerging subcluster of the advanced
manufacturing cluster.
The automotive industry has deep roots in Northeast Indiana with the International Harvester
complex going back to 1923 and the Cord and Auburn cars of the same period. The automotive
industry drove much of the region’s growth during the twentieth century. The health of
Northeast Indiana has been linked to the health of International Harvester and General Motors
for the last 50 years.
The automotive industry has been transformed over the last twenty years by automation and
advanced manufacturing and global competition. While most of the workforce in the industry
was unskilled and semi-skilled in 1970, the industry’s employment needs have shifted to skilled
blue collar and engineering since the 1980s. Today the industry has a higher ratio of skilled
workers to assemblers (see Table 10). Industrial engineers, maintenance workers, machinists,
and tool and die are among the most common skill sets in the industry today. Northeast Indiana
has some of the highest concentrations of these skill sets of any of the automotive competitors
(see Table 10). Northeast Indiana (Ft. Wayne and Northeast Indiana Nonmetro combined) also
have an absolute concentration of workers with automotive skills. The combined labor markets
have nearly as many jobs in these automotive occupations as Detroit and Nashville and far more
than found in Montgomery AL, the home of Hyundai’s newest assembly plant.
Wage rates in Northeast Indiana are comparable to those in Nashville and Montgomery and far
below those in Detroit and Fremont CA (see Table 10). While the UAW had a big impact on
wages in the automotive sector in the past, the wage rates appear fairly consistent between
Southern communities with non-union transplants and Midwest communities with strong UAW
presence.
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An increasing share of the talent pool in the automotive industry needs a college degree as
companies implement advanced manufacturing concepts. The number of bachelor’s degrees in
technical fields is lower in Ft. Wayne than in the automotive competitors (see Table 11). The
absolute number of undergraduate awards in engineering is just three percent of the number
awarded in Detroit, for instance. The situation with Associate’s degrees favors Northeast
Indiana. On a population basis, Northeast Indiana has more associates degrees in technical fields
than any of the competitors, except for Montgomery AL. The high award rate in Montgomery,
however, could be atypical because of the training program that Alabama provided to Hyundai
during this period.
For many of the research and design positions, or for career advancement, engineers and
technicians in the automotive sector often need to require a graduate degree. Having a graduate
engineering program is an important locational draw for these kinds of automotive functions.
Two indicators are of significance in evaluating the technical R&D assets of a region: 1). Graduate
students in technical fields, and; 2). Academic R&D. The academic R&D is an indicator of the
national strength of the graduate programs.
Northeast Indiana has just a fraction of the graduate students in technical fields of the
competitor communities (see Table 12). The differences are apparent in critical automotive
fields like mechanical engineering. In terms of academic R&D, five of the competitors have
significant R&D (see Table 13). Much of the academic R&D is tied to medicine, but a significant
share of industry-sponsored research is related to automotive and advanced manufacturing R&D.
Columbus OH, Detroit, and Fremont CA have significant portfolios of industry sponsored
research. Northeast Indiana lacks an academic R&D sector, which will be a more important issue
in the future for developing research & design functions in the automotive sector.
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Table 10. Wage Rates for Leading Occupations in the Automotive Sector, May 2009

Table 10 (con’t). Concentration of Automotive Occupations in Ft. Wayne and Competitor Labor Markets

Source: Compiled from various BLS databases
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Table 11. Undergraduate Degrees in Technical Fields Awarded in 2008 in Ft. Wayne and Automotive Competitors

Table 12. Pool of Graduate Students in Advanced Manufacturing, Defense & Automotive Competitors

Sources: Compiled from IPEDS (Table 11) and NSF (Table 12) data.
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Table 13. Academic R&D in Automotive Competitor Communities (in $000 in 2008)
Competitor

Total R&D

Federal

S&L

Industry

Institutional

Other

No. Res.
Univ.

Columbus, OH
Detroit

703,784
268,394

336,116
126,806

99,329
11,414

127,604
14,933

102,828
78,939

37,907
36,302

4
7

Montgomery
Nashville

2,461
473,305

2,461
373,226

0
521

0
7,767

0
63,013

0
28,778

1
5

5,684,636

3,183,192

310,589

329,362

1,088,937

772,556

13

Fremont-Oakland

Source: Calculated from NSF data

Location Drivers in the Automotive Sector
The location needs of automotive companies vary depending on the industry function. Assembly
plants locations have shifted over the last 30 years from the Midwest to the Southeast U.S.
Transplant companies have been sensitive to union presence and often located plants away from
communities with a UAW presence. As these foreign companies tended to bring their suppliers
with them from Asia or Europe, logistics concerns had less of an impact in site location. The era
of transplant companies building U.S. assembly sites appears to be over for the next decade.
Assembly locations in the future are likely to depend to an increasing extent on a host of
suppliers related to new powerplant technologies, many of which have not yet been identified or
even formed, for that matter.
Auto parts companies are driven by the presence of skilled labor and labor costs. Nearness to
assembly plants has also become more critical in the era of just-in-time inventory. Advanced
manufacturing concepts will reinforce these existing location patterns.

Trends in the National Automotive Cluster
The automotive and truck industry is clearly in transition. Car models the American public has
long been familiar with, such as Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Mercury, etc., have disappeared, except on
used car lots. General Motors and Chrysler declared bankruptcy, Toyota lost its quality image (at
least temporarily), and numerous automotive assembly plants and their suppliers have been
closed. A combination of issues—the oil crises of the 1970s, the rise in awareness of
environmental issues, concerns over energy security, increasing vehicle emissions, and high
gasoline prices—have spurred interest in moving the United States away from petroleum fuels
for transportation and toward alternative fuels and advanced vehicle technologies.
The last decade has been disastrous for the domestic auto industry. The economic recession has
had a major impact on the number of vehicles produced and sold. U.S. headquartered
companies restructured to cut costs, improve plant efficiencies, and speed new products to
market. Employment in the industry dropped by 45 percent, and more than 1,000 assembly and
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parts plants closed (see Table 14). Most of these restructurings are now complete. GM, for
example, now has three centers outside of Detroit where vehicle platforms are designed for the
global market. The location of these new centers, in China, Brazil, and Germany, reflect the
degree of globalization that has swept through the industry. Harbour Reports for various years
show that the Detroit brands now have better U.S. plant labor productivity than Toyota9.

Table 14. Changes in U.S. Motor Vehicle Industry Since 2001
Employeees
NAICS

Name

Plants

Change (2001-09)

2001

2009

2001

2009

Emp.(%)

Plants(#)

Assembly Sector
336211

Motor vehicle bodies

74,970

51,124

1,010

908

-32%

-102

336212
336213

Truck trailers
Motor homes

31,029
17,687

21,372
9,460

537
125

489
66

-31%
-47%

-48
-59

336214

Travel trailers, campers

36,008

22,937

832

780

-36%

-52

Assembly Sector Total

161,695

106,902

4,505

4,252

-34%

-253

Parts Sector
33631
33632

Gasoline engines & parts
MV Electric equipment

94,546
119,008

45,958
54,699

1,103
1,150

1,029
928

-51%
-54%

-74
-222

33633
33634

MV steering & suspension
MV brake systems

50,600
46,724

26,351
24,608

278
315

270
262

-48%
-47%

-8
-53

33635
33637

Power Train components
MV metal stamping

95,976
111,091

53,081
55,253

593
790

613
605

-45%
-50%

20
-185

33639

Other MV parts

184,445

112,093

2,076

1,831

-39%

-245

PARTS SECTOR TOTAL

702,390

372,043

6,305

5,538

-47%

-767

864,085

478,945

10,810

9,790

-45%

(1,020)

TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLE IND.
Source: Compiled from EMSI database

The future size and location of the automotive cluster will be driven by the trends discussed
below.
More Electronics
The transportation industry is becoming a knowledge-intensive business, accompanied by rapid
development and use of technology. Automobiles today have been said to resemble “computers
on wheels” because of the increasing number of electronic systems under the hood and inside
the passenger cabin. Vehicle manufacturers each year offer more sophisticated electronic
systems that deal with vehicle safety, telematics, and infotainment. The costs associated with
these sophisticated systems are also rising. Automotive electronics now account for 22
percent of a vehicle's cost and are projected to increase to up to 40 percent by 2010.10

9

CAR, Auto Industry in Recovery presentation in Ft. Wayne, October 6, 2010
Altera, “Automotive Industry Trends,” 2010: http://www.altera.com/end-markets/auto/industry/autindustry.html
10
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More Globalization of Markets and Production
For the first time in the 100 year history of auto production, the U.S. dropped to the second
biggest market for light vehicles.11 While the U.S. is still bigger on a revenue basis, the
ascendancy of China to the top position is significant. The OEDC is estimating that the
developing world will account for the biggest share of unit sales over the next decade. Parts
suppliers and assemblers will shift their focus from our nation to other regions as our market
share shrinks.
More Focus on Recyclable Materials and Sustainability in the Auto Supply Chain
Auto assemblers have been searching for new materials that promote recycling and minimization
of waste over the last twenty years. These concepts are driven by a growing awareness of
environmental issues among consumers and the continued emphasis on lean manufacturing
principles.
Better Fuel Economy
This transition in the automotive industry is reflected in The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009, which includes several key provisions supporting alternative fuels and
advanced technology vehicles. These include tax credits for the purchase of small electric
vehicles, grants to states, localities, and other entities to replace older diesel engines with new,
clean diesel or alternative fuel engines, and grants to battery manufacturers and part suppliers to
develop batteries and system components for advanced vehicles (e.g., hybrids, plug-in electric
vehicles).
The U.S. Department of Energy is forecasting that average fuel economy of light vehicles will
move from 27 mpg in 2007 to 35 to 40 mpg by 2030, with most of the improvements occurring in
the next decade. Improvements will be triggered by increase in the CAFÉ standard to 35 mpg by
2020. Improved fuel economy will require the development of new technologies in internal
combustion engines as well as the sale of more hybrid and all-electric vehicles. These new
vehicles are now entering the marketplace. They will lead to disruptions in the auto parts sector
production as powerplants and drive trains move from internal combustion to electric. These
shifts are so critical to the future of the industry as to warrant a separate discussion.
New Powertrain Technologies
Increased fuel economy standards and increasing prices for gasoline and diesel fuel has
stimulated research and development into new powertrain technologies. These new
technologies are now emerging as commercial vehicles. The electric hybrid is one of these new
powertrain technologies that has seen strong sales over the last three years. All electric vehicles
such as the Chevy Volt and Nissan Link are close to introduction in the market . Concrete plans

11

CAR presentation in Ft. Wayne, Oct. 6, 2010
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for specific electric-drive vehicles in the next five years indicate a burgeoning market with more
than 50 conventional hybrids, more than 30 pure electric cars, nearly 20 plug-in hybrids, and a
handful of fuel cell vehicles. Those numbers come from Alan Baum, a Michigan-based auto
industry analyst who has been running auto market forecasts since the 1980s. Baum is tracking
as many as 108 electric-drive vehicles by model year 2015. That’s up from 22 grid-free hybrids
and one electric car, the Tesla Roadster, in production today. There will be 27 new model
introductions for the model year 2011 alone—effectively doubling the number of hybrids and
plug-ins in a single year. Baum indicates that the 2011 U.S. line-up will add 13 conventional
hybrids, three plug-in hybrids, and 11 battery electric cars. By the model year 2015, the new car
market will have 108 electric-drive models. Nearly half of them will be conventional hybrids, but
there will also be 18 plug-in hybrids, 32 EVs, and 6 fuel-cell electric cars. Many of these models
have been announced, but just as many have not yet been unveiled. Fuel economy regulations
expected for the period between 2017 to 2025 essentially will require a massive shift to hybrids,
supported by a growing number of electric cars—which are likely to give carmakers extra credits
to meet those higher standards.12 The Lear Corp. announced that it expects sales of components
and systems for hybrids and electric vehicles to grow to approximately seven percent of its
electric systems business by 2012 from its level of zero percent in 2009.13
The share of vehicle sales that each of these powertrains will capture depends on vehicle costs
and fuel prices in the future. While the exact share of market isn’t certain, a clear transition is
underway from gasoline and diesel fuels into electric powertrains. The portion of the auto
cluster that produces internal combustion engines and parts won’t maintain its monopoly on
vehicle power trains.
In the section below, some of the salient facts are outlined about the different powertrains and
forecasts for their sales. Readers with more interest in this subject might want to refer to the
appendix to this report that gives much more factual information about these topics.
Hybrid-Electric Vehicles
Hybrid-Electric vehicles (HEV) commonly use an internal combustion engine with an electric
motor and additional batteries. The combustion engine is often configured to both recharge the
batteries and provide additional power at higher speeds and during acceleration. By using the
internal combustion engine to recharge the batteries, these hybrid vehicles do not need to be
plugged-in to an existing electricity source to recharge the batteries. Regenerative braking
systems also recharge the batteries. These systems engage a generator when the brakes are
applied, converting some of the kinetic energy back into electrical energy while slowing the

12

hybridCARS, “Expect More Than 100 Hybrid and EV Models in U.S. by 2015,” Sept. 10,2010:
http://www.hybridcars.com/news/expert-expect-more-100-hybrid-and-ev-models-us-2015-28579.html
13
Green Car Congress, “Lear Expects Hybrid and EV Components to Be 7% of Its Electric Systems Business
by 2012,” 8/16/2010: http://www.favstocks.com/lear-expects-hybrid-and-ev-components-to-be-7-of-itselectric-systems-business-by-2012/1617924/
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vehicle down. According to the U.S. Dept. of Energy, HEVs combine the benefits of high fuel
economy and low emissions with the power and range of conventional vehicles.14
Plug-In Hybrid Vehicles
Plug-in Hybrid vehicles (PHEV) operate similar to regular hybrid electric vehicles, but can be
connected to an external power supply for recharging. Plug-in technology is paired with larger
batteries to provide a greater range using only electric power. PHEVs have a larger battery pack
than hybrid electric vehicles. This makes it possible to drive using only electricity for some
distance (about 10 to 40 miles), commonly referred to as the "all-electric range" of the vehicle.
Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles have an internal combustion engine and electric motor. These
vehicles are powered by an alternative fuel or a conventional fuel, such as gasoline, and a
battery, which you can plug in to charge. For example, a light-duty PHEV driver might drive to
and from work on all-electric power, plug in the vehicle to charge it at night, and be ready for
another all-electric commute the next day. For longer trips or periods of higher acceleration, the
internal combustion engine is used. Heavy-duty PHEVs sometimes work just the opposite, using
the internal combustion engine while a worker drives to and from a job site and using electricity
to power the vehicle's equipment or to keep the vehicle's cab at a comfortable temperature at
the job site. Using electricity from the grid to run the vehicle some of the time costs less and
reduces petroleum consumption compared with conventional vehicles. PHEVs might also reduce
emissions, depending on the electricity source.15
President Barack Obama has pledged to bring one million plug-in hybrid electric vehicles to U.S.
highways by 2015, and turned to the emerging vehicle battery industry as one of the hallmarks
of his economic recovery plan.16 Hawaii and California are leading the charge and placing big
bets on electric vehicles. Hawaii has $4 million in federal stimulus funds in the pipeline for
transportation energy transformation, including $3 million for larger, complex projects and $1
million in rebates for whoever wants to purchase an electric vehicle or a charger. The Hawaii
Clean Energy Initiative calls for at least 3,000 electric vehicles in 2010 and 50,400 in 2015. By
that time, officials plan to have a web of some 100,000 charging stations up and running that
will be powered by renewable energy sources. Charging stations may sprout up in parking
garages, lots or shopping centers where drivers can pull up and plug in for a quick boost. Or
there may be battery-swapping stations, such as the one in Yokohama, Japan.17

14

U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/electric_basics_hev.html
15
U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/electric_basics_hev.html
16
Ken Thomas, “CAPITAL CULTURE: Obama official driving push for expansion of electric vehicles,”
Associated Press, 08/24/10.
17
Russell Nichols, “Investing in Electric Cars,“ Governing, July 2010,
http://www.governing.com/topics/energy-env/Investing-in-Electric-Cars.html
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All-Electric Vehicles
All-electric vehicles (EVs) use a battery to store the electrical energy that powers the motor. EV
batteries are charged by plugging the vehicle into an electric power source. More than 4,000
electric vehicles (EVs) are traveling U.S. roads and highways. Heavy-duty electric vehicles are
available now, and more light-duty EVs are nearing commercial availability. Although some EVs
are found nationwide, California has the greatest concentration of the alternative fuel vehicles.18
Clemson University International Center for Automotive Research (CU-ICAR) on I-85 near
Greenville SC won two research-park accolades and two key transportation-sector investments.
One of these, from Colorado-based Proterra Inc., will generate more than 1,300 new jobs. The
Ecoliner city bus is a zero-emissions vehicle under development by Proterra, Inc., and under
consideration for use by dozens of U.S. cities. The company is establishing an R&D and
manufacturing center at Clemson University International Center for Automotive Research, near
Greenville. The company announced plans in February to build a state-of-the-art research and
development and manufacturing facility where it will develop and assemble “cleantech” drive
and energy storage systems for heavy-duty vehicles. Among other products, Proterra makes the
BE-35 fast-charge battery-electric transit bus, which has been tested at the Federal Transit
Administration’s Altoona Center as achieving between 17 and 21 miles per gallon (diesel
equivalent), a roughly 500-percent improvement over conventional diesel buses. Proterra’s first
vehicle, a battery-dominant fuel cell hybrid transit bus funded by the FTA, is in service in
Columbia, S. C. 19
Although EVs are more expensive than similar conventional and hybrid vehicles, some cost can
be recovered through fuel savings, a federal tax credit, or state incentives.20 EVs cost more than
comparable, mass-produced gasoline- or diesel-powered vehicles. Some manufacturers lease EVs
to minimize maintenance costs and potential risks such as lower resale values associated with
the new technology. To encourage EV purchases, some government agencies offer incentives to
offset the higher initial costs. Some states offer partial sales tax exemptions, one-time income tax
credits, or reduced license and registration fees.21
EV purchase prices can potentially be offset by lower "fuel" and maintenance costs. If EVs are
recharged overnight, off-peak rates can decrease the cost of powering the vehicles. EVs can also
have lower maintenance costs because they have fewer moving parts than internal combustion
engines and do not require tune-ups or oil changes. One obstacle to affordability, however, is
that EVs’ lead-acid batteries must be replaced every three years at a high cost.
18

U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/electric_basics_hev.html
19
Mark Arend, “Two Plus Two Equals More,” Site Selection Magazine, May 2010,
http://www.siteselection.com/features/2010/may/South-Carolina/
20
U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/electric_basics_hev.html
21
EPA, “Clean Alternative Fuels: Electric Vehicles,”
http://epa.gov/otaq/consumer/fuels/altfuels/420f00034.htm
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EVs do not require tune-ups or oil changes associated with conventional vehicles. In addition, EVs
do not have timing belts, water pumps, radiators, fuel injectors, or tailpipes to replace. Battery
recharging can be a frequent and lengthy process, however, taking four to 14 hours depending
on the battery type and the voltage level used in recharging. High-voltage, fast-charging units
(which take approximately 10 to 20 minutes to charge) are under development. Currently, they
are being designed for limited use by some fleet operators and public charging locations.22
Testing has demonstrated that EV acceleration, speed, and handling can equal or exceed that of
conventional vehicles. EVs are also more energy efficient and produce less noise than gasolineor diesel-powered vehicles, particularly in stop-and-go traffic, because the engine does not run if
the car is not moving.23
Currently, a large drawback is that the driving range of EVs is much less than that for gasoline- or
diesel-powered vehicles. The expansion of the electric vehicle industry is currently impacted by
so-called ’range anxiety’ - the fear that EVs will run out of juice before finishing their journeys.
An efficient gas-powered car can run 350 miles or more with 12 gallons topped off, but a batterypowered electric vehicle can currently only go 100 to 200 miles with a full charge. And unlike gas
stations, charging stations don't yet dot city blocks or interstate rest stops. However, according
to the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, 100 miles is sufficient
for over 90% of all household vehicle trips in the United States. There are also space
considerations with EVs because their batteries can be large and heavy, resulting in less room for
cargo or passengers.24
Plenty of obstacles remain: the lithium-ion batteries expected to power electric vehicles are
extremely expensive, even when the costs are reduced by a $7,500-per-vehicle federal tax credit.
The government recently estimated that a battery with a 100-mile range costs about $33,000,
although federal stimulus funds could bring the costs down to $10,000 by the end of 2015. Other
concerns remain about the durability and longevity of the batteries.25
Obama pushed a $2.4 billion grant program to develop next-generation batteries, which could
lead to 500,000 batteries a year by late 2014. A 2007 energy law, meanwhile, has led to billions
in loans for automakers to retool their plants for fuel-efficient vehicles, including electric cars run
on batteries.26

22

EPA, “Clean Alternative Fuels: Electric Vehicles,”
http://epa.gov/otaq/consumer/fuels/altfuels/420f00034.htm
23
EPA, “Clean Alternative Fuels: Electric Vehicles,”
http://epa.gov/otaq/consumer/fuels/altfuels/420f00034.htm
24
Russell Nichols, “Investing in Electric Cars,“ Governing, July 2010,
http://www.governing.com/topics/energy-env/Investing-in-Electric-Cars.html
25
Associated Press, “Obama hails production of stimulus-aided batteries,” Sept. 13, 2010:
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100913/ap_on_bi_ge/us_electric_cars
26
MSNBC, “Meet Obama’s point man on electric cars,” 8/24/19:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/38820375/
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One of the biggest electric vehicle battery manufacturers, A123 Systems, opened in September
2010 its new facility in Livonia, Michigan, the place which is, according to the company which
operates it, the largest lithium-ion automotive battery manufacturing plant in America. When it
will reach full throttle, the capacity of the plant will be at around 1 million cells a month, or more
than enough to be fitted into 30,000 vehicles. This facility, the former home of Technicolor, has
been built with the help of a $249 million U.S. Department of Energy grant, offered through the
American Reinvestment and Recovery Act and $125 million received from the state's 21st
Century Jobs Fund. A123 Systems is headquartered in Massachusetts, and its proprietary battery
technology is based on research at MIT.27
Automotive supplier Johnson Controls Inc. started shipping batteries in September 2010 that
were made at a Holland, Mich., facility built with the help of $299 million in federal grants. The
factory expects to employ 90 workers by late next year and could produce 75,000 to 150,000
batteries a year, depending on the mix of hybrid and electric vehicles it supplies.28
Michigan has been very aggressive in pursuing the automotive battery industry. In addition to
the Advanced Battery Credits Program, which provides tax credits for advanced battery R&D,
engineering, and pack and cell manufacturing, Michigan also offers the Centers of Energy
Excellence Program, which provides grants to partnerships between for-profit businesses and
higher education that focus on new energy sectors. There are 16 advanced-battery companies
building facilities in Michigan and hiring Michigan workers, representing $5.8 billion in capital
investment projected to create almost 62,000 jobs. The state last year received more than $1.35
billion in grants from the U.S. Department of Energy to support the manufacture and
development of advanced batteries and electric vehicles. According to data from the Michigan
Economic Development Corporation, state tax credits totaling $335 million were signed into law
in January 2009. Since then, the credits have been expanded to $800 million for battery
manufacturers, as well as additional local incentives.29
CODA Automotive announced that it was planning to build a battery manufacturing plant outside
of Columbus, contingent on a loan from the Department of Energy. The federal government is
heavily incentivizing the plants, offering 30 percent tax credits under the federal recovery act as
well as $2.4 billion in federal grants. When CODA was exploring regions to build its first U.S.
battery plant (The company currently manufactures its batteries in China with Lishen Power
Battery), it fielded bids from Ohio, California, North Carolina, and Atlanta. In the end, Ohio
offered the best package, with incentives totaling an estimated $100 million. Money came from
the city of Columbus, the state government and private investors like Limited Brands Inc. What

27

A123 Systems: http://ir.a123systems.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=506787
Associated Press, “Obama hails production of stimulus-aided batteries,” Sept. 13, 2010:
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100913/ap_on_bi_ge/us_electric_cars
29
http://www.michigan.gov/energy
28
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apparently set the bid apart was the city's commitment to purchase vehicles for use in
government and commercial fleets in the region.30
Nissan has made a $1.7 billion investment in the company’s lithium ion battery plant in Smyrna,
Tennessee. The automaker plans on producing 200,000 lithium-ion batteries a year after 2012.31
Electric vehicles built by General Motors and Nissan are scheduled to arrive in showrooms later
in 2010, and every major auto manufacturer is working on an electric strategy, encouraged by
federal funding and tax incentives.32 Consulting firm IHS Global Insight expects 3 percent of the
90 million cars sold worldwide to be electric by 2020.33
The U.S. Department of Energy announced in the fall of 2009 a $99.8 million grant to launch a
comprehensive electric vehicle and charging station infrastructure trial. In the Electric Vehicle
Project, which launched in October 2009, participating drivers will test up to 4,700 zero-emission
electric vehicles. Starting the 2010 summer, 11,210 charging systems will be deployed in
strategic markets in five states: Arizona, California, Oregon, Tennessee and Washington. From
the 36-month-long project, government officials and energy companies hope to learn how to
successfully deploy a network of charging stations down the road.34
But local officials, some experts say, can't afford to wait for test results. Administration officials
are working with states and cities to help streamline permitting for home charging stations and
develop public charging stations for those who want to recharge their cars away from home —
all for a new generation of motorists. With the first mass-market electric cars cresting over the
horizon, some governments already are moving forward with charging station infrastructure. In
2008, the mayors from San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose pledged to make the metropolitan
area America's electric car capital. Since then, San Francisco has installed charging stations for
plug-in hybrids outside of City Hall. This year, the city adopted building codes requiring that all
new structures be wired for electric car chargers.35
At the beginning of 2010, the first public electric car charging station in Hawaii went online.
Charging station companies have full-scale networks in the works. In May, Korean electric vehicle
manufacturer CT&T announced plans to establish an assembly plant in Hawaii that would make
30

“States see rebirth in automotive manufacturing,” New York Times, 7/12/2010:
http://www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/07/12/12greenwire-states-see-rebirth-in-auto-battery-manufacturi12034.html
31
http://www.nissanusa.com/leaf-electriccar/news/technology/sustainable_mobility_comes_to_united_states#/leaf-electriccar/news/technology/sustainable_mobility_comes_to_united_states
32
Chattanooga Times FreePress, September 8, 2010, “Alexander praises electric cars at TVA Forum.”
33
Autotopia: http://www.wired.com/autopia/2010/01/market-share-electric-plug-in-hybrids/
34
Russell Nichols, “Investing in Electric Cars,“ Governing, July 2010,
http://www.governing.com/topics/energy-env/Investing-in-Electric-Cars.html
35
Russell Nichols, “Investing in Electric Cars,“ Governing, July 2010,
http://www.governing.com/topics/energy-env/Investing-in-Electric-Cars.html
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10,000 two-seater electric vehicles per year. Around the same time, Nissan picked Hawaii as an
early launch market for its forthcoming Leaf, a five-passenger, all-electric car with a 100-mile
battery range.36
Tennessee is planning to have 2,500 recharging stations placed in area bounded by Nashville,
Chattanooga, and Knoxville by June 2011. Most charging, however is expected to be done
overnight where an owner lives. Most of the public locations will be similar to the home
chargers, and will take several hours to put a full charge on a Leaf battery pack. Quick chargers
will be able to recharge a Leaf to about 80 percent of capacity in less than 30 minutes.37
The Michigan Public Service Commission recently approved an experimental electric vehicle
tariff, making it one of the first utilities in the U.S. to offer specific rates for EVs for residential
customers. The Michigan program offers two options. One provides a lower rate for charging
during off-peak hours or those other than between 9 a.m. and 11 p.m. Monday through Friday
and another that provides for a monthly flat fee of $40 per vehicle, said the Michigan utility
regulator in a statement. "Most customers enrolled for service under this tariff will receive a
separate meter that is capable of recording the energy used to charge the electric vehicles and
the time of day that the charging occurs," said the Michigan Public Service Commission.38
According to the Indy Partnership, Project Plug-IN -- a collaboration in the Indianapolis area that's
brought together 18 businesses and collectively secured $490 million in federal grants -- will
deploy 100 electric vehicles in late 2010. Energy Systems Network (ESN) plans to roll out Project
Plug-IN, a major pilot of plug-in electric vehicles and charging infrastructure in the Indianapolis
region. ESN is an initiative launched by the Central Indiana Corporate Partnership to create
commercialization partnerships among private firms, research institutions and public agencies to
bring new energy technologies to market. Charging stations are planned for Indianapolis
International Airport, Simon Property Group retail centers, and Dennison Parking garages.
Project participants Duke Energy and Indianapolis Power & Light hope to develop software for
seamlessly billing customers who work in an area served by one and live in an area served by the
other. The project will also test technologies that will automatically optimize charging vehicles
during off-peak hours.39
Natural Gas Vehicles
Efforts are also underway to use alternative fuels such as natural gas to power vehicles. Natural
gas vehicles are fueled with compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied natural gas (LNG). These
36

Russell Nichols, “Investing in Electric Cars,“ Governing, July 2010,
http://www.governing.com/topics/energy-env/Investing-in-Electric-Cars.html
37
http://www.daemonnews.org/2010/09/08/charging-stations-to-line-ev-freeway-in-tennessee.html
38
Michigan Public Service Commission: http://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/0,1607,7-159-16400_17280241930--,00.html
39
“Indiana leading the nation in vehicle electrification,” Indiana Business Journal, May 3, 2010:
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_go1582/is_20100503/ai_n53684508/
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fuels are considered alternative fuels under the Energy Policy Act of 1992 and qualify for
alternative fuel vehicle tax credits.
Natural gas vehicles (NGVs) are either fueled exclusively with CNG or LNG (dedicated NGVs) or
are capable of natural gas and gasoline fueling (bi-fuel NGVs). Dedicated natural gas vehicles
(NGVs) are designed to run only on natural gas; bi-fuel NGVs have two separate fueling systems
that enable the vehicle to use either natural gas or a conventional fuel (gasoline or diesel). In
general, dedicated NGVs demonstrate better performance and have lower emissions than bi-fuel
vehicles because their engines are optimized to run on natural gas. In addition, the vehicle does
not have to carry two types of fuel, thereby increasing cargo capacity and reducing weight.
Heavy-duty engines can also burn diesel and natural gas in a dual-fuel system.40
Compared with vehicles fueled with conventional diesel and gasoline, NGVs can produce
significantly lower amounts of harmful emissions. In addition, some natural gas vehicle owners
report service lives two to three years longer than gasoline or diesel vehicles and extended time
between required maintenance.41
Fuel Cell Vehicles
One technology that could change the auto industry dramatically is the use of fuel cells. Fuel cell
vehicles use a completely different propulsion system than conventional vehicles, which can
make it two to three times more efficient. Fuel Cell vehicles use a fuel cell in place of an internal
combustion engine to produce electricity which is used to power an electric motor. A fuel cell is
an electrochemical conversion device, meaning it uses chemical reactions to produce electricity,
much like a battery. A battery has a finite amount of chemicals stored inside whereas a fuel cell
is constantly fed chemicals allowing prolonged use and "refueling". Although a fuel cell can be
designed to operate on many different fuels, hydrogen is the most commonly cited fuel source
for fuel cells. Fuel cell vehicles can be fueled with pure hydrogen gas stored directly on the
vehicle or extracted from a secondary fuel—such as methanol, ethanol, or natural gas—that
carries hydrogen. These secondary fuels must first be converted into hydrogen gas by an
onboard device called a reformer. A hydrogen fuel cell uses hydrogen and oxygen to create an
electric current that drives an electric motor, generating water (H2O) as a byproduct.42
Pollution is eliminated through fuel cells because the emission is water vapor. Other benefits
include increasing U.S. energy security and strengthening the economy. Fuel cell vehicles can be

40

U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/natural_gas.html
41
U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/natural_gas_emissions.html
42
U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/fuel_cell_what_is.html
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equipped with other advanced technologies to increase efficiency, such as regenerative braking
systems, which capture the energy lost during braking and store it in a large battery.43
Fuel cell vehicles are still at an early stage of development. Research and development efforts
are bringing them closer to commercialization. No light-duty fuel cell vehicles are commercially
available to consumers today. Test vehicles have been made available in limited numbers to
select organizations with access to hydrogen refueling stations in California. Because fuel cell
vehicles require a completely new vehicle propulsion system and new fueling infrastructure,
many deployment issues can only be addressed by integrating and evaluating the components in
complete systems. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is developing and testing complete
system solutions that address all elements of infrastructure and vehicle technology, validating
integrated hydrogen and fuel cell technologies for transportation, infrastructure, and electric
generation in a systems context under real-world operating conditions.44

The Significance of Electric Power for the Future of the Auto Cluster
The Center for Automotive Research has prepared forecasts that estimate the size of electric and
hybrid vehicles45. The volumes are driven by the price of gasoline. If gasoline prices remain at
current prices, hybrids sales are expected to grow to 840,000 vehicles by 2015. If gasoline prices
rise to $6.00/gallon, then hybrids will ship 2.8 million vehicles. In either case the growth rate is
substantial. Since all-electric vehicles are just not entering the commercial market, their sales
volume are modest in 2015. Estimates are manufacturers will ship a combination of between
338,000 and 1,036,000 Extended Range Electric Vehicles (EREV), Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV)
and Plug-In Electric Vehicles (PEV) in 2015. Hybrids and electric vehicles combined will command
somewhere between 8 to 27 percent of light-vehicle sales in 2015.
Light vehicle sales in 2010 are expected to approach 10 million units with hybrids commanding
perhaps 500,000 units at current gasoline prices. Estimates are that 96.5% of the 12 million light
vehicles shipping in 2011 will have some form of internal combustion power. That ratio is
expected to drop to the range of 89-95% by 2015. The portion of the auto cluster that supplies
internal combustion components is expected to have limited growth over the next 5 years.

Potential Impact on Northeast Indiana
Northeast Indiana had an employment of 7,800 in vehicle assembly and motor vehicle parts in
2009 (see Table 15). About twenty percent of this employment is in powertrain and internal
43

U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/fuel_cell_what_is.html
44
U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/fuel_cell_availability.html
45
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combustion engines and parts (NAICS highlighted in yellow in Table 15). These industries are the
ones most threatened by the transition to electric power.

Table 15. Automotive Cluster Employment in NE Indiana

NAICS

Name

336111

Automobile manufacturing

336112

Light truck and utility vehicle manufacturing

336120

Heavy duty truck manufacturing

336211

Percent of
Emp. In
2009

2005

2005

2009

0

0

<10

3024

2926

1754

22%

27

133

14

0%

Motor vehicle body manufacturing

257

323

218

3%

336212

Truck trailer manufacturing

281

401

50

1%

336213

Motor home manufacturing

1681

1635

183

2%

336214

Travel trailer and camper manufacturing

644

1510

563

7%

336311

Carburetor, piston, ring, and valve mfg.

817

297

35

0%

336312

Gasoline engine and engine parts mfg.

849

571

167

2%

336321

Vehicular lighting equipment manufacturing

223

168

<10

336322

Other motor vehicle electric equipment mfg.

858

840

793

10%

336330

Motor vehicle steering and suspension parts

845

1167

117

1%

336340

Motor vehicle brake system manufacturing

483

1052

265

3%

336350

Motor vehicle power train components mfg.

2845

2277

1417

18%

336360

Motor vehicle seating and interior trim mfg.

874

446

295

4%

336370

Motor vehicle metal stamping

1375

1293

490

6%

336391

Motor vehicle air-conditioning manufacturing

54

58

18

0%

336399

All other motor vehicle parts manufacturing

1941

2382

1433

18%

17078

17479

7812

100%

TOTAL
Source: Compiled from EMSI employment estimates

Future Workforce and Training Requirements in the Cluster
The Bureau of Labor Statistics forecast a 16 percent employment decline in motor vehicles and
parts between 2008-2018 in their latest forecast. The estimate is for a national employment in
this sector of 734,000 for 2018. The annual average employment in the sector in 2009, because
of the economic slowdown, dropped to 479,000, however. The Center for Automotive Research
is forecasting that light vehicle sales will increase from 10 million in 2010 to 14 million in 2015
before leveling at about 15 million in 2016.46 This leads to the conclusion that employment over
the next eight years is likely to increase from the 2009 figures, meaning that the industry will
rehire a significant share of the workers that were downsized in 2009. The Taimerica revised

46
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forecast suggests that the sector could add as many as 255,000 jobs nationally during the next
eight years.
The training need will be much larger than 255,000 because of the aging workforce in the
industry. Nationally, the BLS is forecasting 3.34 job openings during the decade for every net
new job added to the economy. The national industry is expected to need to train about 45,000
net workers when replacement needs are added to the decline in jobs (see Table 16). The top 15
occupations in the auto cluster account, shown in Table 20, account for 57 percent of the
sector’s employment.

Table 16. Automotive Cluster Training Needs for Top 15 Occupations
Jobs

Occ.
Code
51-2092
51-2099
51-4121

51-1011
51-4041
51-9061

51-4031
17-2112
53-7051
53-7062
51-4111
49-9042
51-4011
17-2141

Occupation
Team assemblers
Assemblers and
fabricators, all other
Welders, cutters,
solderers, and brazers
First-line
supervisors/managers of
production and
operating workers
Machinists
Inspectors, testers,
sorters, samplers, and
weighers
Cutting, punching, and
press machine setters,
operators
Industrial engineers
Industrial truck and
tractor operators
Laborers and freight,
stock, and material
movers
Tool and die makers
Maintenance and repair
workers, general
Computer-controlled
machine tool operators,
metal and plastic
Mechanical engineers

Net
2008
2018 Change
171529 152903 -18626

Replacement Rate
22.6%

Replacement
38,680

Training
Need
20,054

82394

65051

-17342

24.5%

20,154

2,811

36031

31945

-4087

30.6%

11,036

6,950

33326

28006

-5320

13.5%

4,496

(825)

31345

25957

-5387

13.2%

4,134

(1,253)

29385

24114

-5271

16.8%

4,925

(346)

27404

20449

-6955

19.8%

5,415

(1,540)

18899

18454

-446

39.8%

7,514

7,069

18380

15728

-2652

32.5%

5,981

3,328

17869

13531

-4338

32.2%

5,750

1,412

17026

14057

-2969

6.1%

1,030

(1,939)

16780

14460

-2320

26.3%

4,407

2,086

16471

15895

-577

26.2%

4,311

3,734

15996

14358

-1637

31.7%

5,072

3,435

Source: Calculated from various BLS databases

The occupations with the highest replacement needs are in welding, industrial and mechanical
engineering, forklift operators, and CNC operators.
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The workforce competencies in the advanced technology vehicle industry are similar to those
outlined in the Taimerica advanced manufacturing cluster study. A number of initiatives have
been undertaken across the U.S. to strengthen workforce development in the automotive
industry, several of which are described below.
The mission of California’s Advanced Transportation Technology Initiative is to keep the state
competitive as a national leader in advanced transportation technology and renewable energy.
Established to transform the workforce in the rapidly developing, technology-driven
transportation industry, the West Valley ATTE now develops a broad range of training
opportunities geared toward improving the environment and stimulating the economy while
preparing California’s workforce for transportation, solar, wind, and other energy industry
advances.47
The Kentucky Community and Technical College System established the KCTCS Advanced
Manufacturing Learning Center to offer a wide variety of state-of-the-art training in all facets of
automotive manufacturing. The Learning Center will be organized as a factory rather than a
school. It will demonstrate a new vision in technical education with learning driven by the need
to operate, service, and maintain a factory operation, where students will have work-like
experiences that build high-level skills. The curriculum utilized by the Learning Center will be
industry-driven, and it will allow access for student internships and professional development for
technical instructors.48
The Kentucky Community and Technical College System (KCTCS) received in 2009 a $5.5 million
dollar grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to strengthen the competency and
global competitiveness of the automotive manufacturing workforce. The grant project is entitled
"AMTEC National Center for Excellence in Advanced Automotive Manufacturing.” The
Automotive Manufacturing Technical Education Collaborative (AMTEC) is a multi-college, multistate collaborative of community and technical colleges, and automotive manufacturers and
their suppliers (25 community colleges and 21 corporate automotive companies) across the
United States working together to improve the initial and ongoing preparation of highly skilled
technicians and manufacturing engineers for successful work in automobile manufacturing.49
Finally, the U.S. Department of Labor High Growth Job Training Initiative is investing in national
models and demonstrations of workforce solutions in these sectors designed to achieve the
following outcomes:
•

Targeted investment of workforce development resources and support for private and
public sector partnerships to ensure the development of workers' skills in demand
occupations based on industry need.

47

http://www.westvalley.edu/att/mission_statement.html
http://legacy.kctcs.edu/newspublications/exchange/index.cfm?eei_id=10
49
http://legacy.kctcs.edu/newspublications/exchange/index.cfm?eei_id=10
48
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Increased integration of community and technical college efforts with business and the
public workforce system activities to meet the skills training needs of high growth
industries.
Increased opportunities for employers to use apprenticeship training as skills
development methodology, combining on-the-job training and academics, to ensure a
pipeline of skilled workers.
Providing workers with paths to career enhancing opportunities in high growth
occupations.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Northeast Indiana is well positioned to take advantage of the growth in the advanced technology
vehicle industry. The region contains and is surrounded by vehicle manufacturing plants and
their suppliers, electric battery manufacturers in Michigan and Ohio, and a skilled workforce at
both the production and the design/development level.
Furthermore, Indiana is a leading state in the research, development, and manufacturing of nextgeneration batteries and electric drive vehicles.
•

•

•

•

Indiana companies like Delco Remy and, later, Delphi have been global leaders in the
production of battery systems for advanced technology vehicles and led the efforts
around the development of the battery system.
Indiana is home to a number of established and emerging battery technology companies,
including Delphi Electronic & Safety, the only U.S. manufacturer of hybrid power
converters, controllers and battery packs, and EnerDel, the only domestic lithium-ion
battery company currently manufacturing in the United States.
Indiana is a national hub for battery systems development and testing for the defense
and national security industry, with unique assets like the U.S. Navy’s Naval Surface
Warfare Center Crane, which has forged strong partnerships around energy storage
technologies with several top defense contractors across Indiana including Raytheon,
SAIC, ITT, General Dynamics, and others.
Indiana’s world-class research universities, including Purdue University, Indiana
University-Purdue University Indianapolis, and the University of Notre Dame, have
formed an active research and development partnership around next-generation battery
technology and are working with a network of industry partners to accelerate technology
transfer.

What the region lacks is the catalyst to trigger development in this industry. Greenville, South
Carolina’s Clemson University International Center for Automotive Research (CU-ICAR) is an
example of the impact that a focused research park and university center can stimulate. The
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successful attraction of Proterra’s battery-electric transit bus production facility (1,300 jobs),
Sage Automotive Interiors expansion, and American Titanium’s R&D center demonstrates what
can happen with the right investment in facilities, incentives, and institutional support. A new
long-term initiative at the Clemson University International Center for Automotive Research (CUICAR) will advance the university’s automotive engineering graduate research and education
program and is working to position its graduates ahead of the competition for jobs and
automotive industry leadership.50
The Ohio State University Center for Automotive Research was recently awarded $12.5 million
for a five-year U.S.-China Clean Energy Research Center (CERC). The consortium will advance
technologies for clean vehicles, with a focus on vehicle electrification. OSU expertise includes
energy storage systems, lightweight vehicle structures, thermoelectrics, electric drive and power
electronic systems, and alternative fuels and advanced engines. Other partners in the consortium
are: Sandia National Laboratories, Joint BioEnergy Institute, Oak Ridge National Laboratories,
General Motors, Ford, Toyota, Chrysler, Cummins, Fraunhofer, MAGNET, A123, American Electric
Power, FirstEnergy, and the Transportation Research Center. The Ohio State University, in
collaboration with CAR Technologies, Vanner, STMicroelectronics, and AeroVironment, was also
awarded $3 million for its Center of Excellence for Energy Storage Technology project. This
project will address demands of automotive and commercial vehicle equipment manufacturers
and suppliers developing new electric, plug-in hybrid, and more fully electrified commercial
vehicles by providing battery systems, products, and testing services for the commercialization of
vehicle electrification products.51
The Automotive Research Center (ARC) is a partnership of eight top-ranked universities led by
the University of Michigan. Other participating institutions include Clemson University, Oakland
University, the University of Alaska-Fairbanks, the University of Iowa, the University of
Tennessee, the University of Wisconsin, and Wayne State University. Sponsored by the National
Automotive Center at U. S. Army Tank-Automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM), the
Center conducts basic research that advances the state of the science in high-fidelity modeling,
simulation, and testing of military and civilian ground vehicles. By leveraging the expertise of
leading research universities and their facilities, the ARC helps industry and government partners
achieve significant, far-reaching design objectives and serves as a resource for technical training.
The Automotive Research Center has a particular emphasis on energy efficient propulsion
systems, including those employing hybrid powertrains and alternative fuels.52

50

Mark Arend, “Two Plus Two Equals More,” Site Selection Magazine, May 2010,
http://www.siteselection.com/features/2010/may/South-Carolina/
50
U.S. Dept. of Energy, “Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicles Data Center,”
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/vehicles/electric_basics_hev.html
51
http://car.eng.ohio-state.edu/node/222
52
http://arc.engin.umich.edu/
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General Motors and the University of Michigan recently announced a new institute called the
GM/U-M Institute of Automotive Research and Education that will focus on "reinventing the
automobile and developing the next generation of high-efficiency vehicles powered by diverse
energy sources." The new Institute will encompass battery research as well as engine systems,
advanced vehicle manufacturing, and smart materials. GM will invest $9 million in the Institute.53

DEFENSE SUBCLUSTER
The defense cluster in Northeast Indiana consists primarily of companies in the business of
providing communications equipment and systems to the Department of Defense. This
subcluster is part of the Advanced Manufacturing cluster. Since the Defense Cluster was the
subject of a major research project in 2009, Taimerica will only supplement those findings. The
role of this brief report is to provide baseline information on the comparison communities that
was not available in the earlier project.
Northeast Indiana has a higher concentration of skills in the communications equipment industry
than the comparison communities (see Table 17). However, Boston has a higher concentration
of software engineers than any of the competitors, including Ft. Wayne, but has about the same
concentration of electrical engineers.
The major difference between Northeast Indiana and the other comparison communities is the
size of the technical workforce for communications. All of the comparison communities except
Cedar Rapids have a workforce that is double to quadruple the size of the Northeast Indiana
talent pool. Salt Lake and Cedar Rapids are the two exceptions to this. Cedar Rapids is much
smaller than Northeast Indiana in the size of the technical talent pool for communications. Salt
Lake City and Northeast Indiana are approximately the same size.
The wage profile for the comparison communities demonstrates that Northeast Indiana has a
cost advantage over all of the competitors except for Indianapolis and Cedar Rapids (see Table
18). The advantage is as high as 15 to 25 percent in most cases.
As defense electronics recruits a significant number of college-educated workers, this talent
pipeline is an important location issue. Northeast Indiana has a smaller proportion of college
graduates in technical disciplines than the defense cluster comparison communities (see Table
19). The pipeline at the associate’s level is better in Northeast Indiana than other comparison
communities, however.
The absolute size of the technical pipeline in the comparison communities is much larger than in
Northeast Indiana. While Northeast Indiana produces about 2,000 graduates a year, Boston and
Washington-Baltimore are in the 40,000 range, and New York is in excess of 100,000. The sheer
53

http://www.engin.umich.edu/newscenter/feature/autoresearch/
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size of the talent pipeline in Northeast Indiana is a locational challenge for Defense
Communications companies. The metrics on the size of the graduate level pipeline is comparable
(see Table 12).
Industry-sponsored research is another indicator of the strength of graduate programs. The
academic R&D pipeline is also a draw for the competitor communities, most of which have $1
billion or more of academic R&D. In the case of Baltimore, Boston, and New York, more than
$100 million of this R&D is industry-sponsored (see Table 17).

Table 17. Academic R&D in Defense Comparison Communities in 2008 ($000)
Total
R&D

Federal

S&L

Industry

Institutional

Other

No.
Res.
Univ.

3,403
259,503
2,992,698
913,514
913,292
1,790,833
3,123,144

1,102
125,558
2,242,649
528,415
528,246
1,351,654
2,084,863

1,170
22,856
70,448
38,765
38,736
11,064
88,410

8
16,126
101,785
50,773
50,773
155,528
100,477

1,025
84,065
349,828
159,201
159,201
85,975
572,688

98
10,898
227,988
136,360
136,336
186,612
276,706

2
1
20
1
4
18
48

Competitor
Cedar Rapids, IA
Phoenix
Baltimore-Wash. DC
Salt Lake City
San Diego
Boston
New York

Source:Calculated from NSF data
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Table 17. Concentration of Common Occupations in Communications Equipment for Ft. Wayne and Comparison Labor
Markets

Table 18. Wage Rates in Ft. Wayne and Comparison Communities for Leading Occupations in Communications Equipment

Source: Calculated from various BLS databases (both tables)
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Table 19. Undergraduate Degrees in Technical Fields Awarded in 2008 in Ft. Wayne and Defense Competitors

Source: Calculated from IPEDS data
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WIRE SUBCLUSTER
Northeast Indiana was one of the pioneers in the coated wire industry owing to patents
controlled by the founder of Essex Wire. Wire is not defined as one of the National Value Chain
clusters, but it is a part of the metalworking cluster. The wire industry, however, is organized as
a true cluster with its own set of suppliers and equipment vendors. Interviews with wire industry
executives suggest that the region has some very compelling locational advantages, including
equipment vendors and technologies that are not present elsewhere in the U.S. The cluster is
not labor-intensive. Labor costs, in fact, account for only 9 percent of sales, which is low for the
manufacturing sector. However, the average payroll of $45,000 per year is high for
manufacturing. Most of the production workers in the industry are in the skilled blue collar
trades, such as tool and die.
The wire industry consisted of 1,000 companies with 82,000 employees in 2007 (see Table 21).
Northeast Indiana has a major concentration of jobs and plants in steel and copper wire. Both of
these industries have very high concentration indices in Northeast Indiana.
The wire industry has declined in employment nationally by percent since 2002. Employment in
Northeast Indiana has declined by an even steeper 40 percent and the region’s share of the
national industry, although still significant, has slipped dramatically (see Table 20). The drop in
employment in Northeast Indiana is, however, in line with national trends in the copper wire
portion of the industry, which accounts for 65 percent of the wire industry employment in
Northeast Indiana. Although the share of U.S. wire plants in Northeast Indiana has dropped in
the decade, the number and share of copper wire plants grew from 2 to 8 between 2001 and
2008 and from 1.2 percent to 4.3 percent of the nation’s plants (calculated from County Business
Patterns).
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Table 20. Wire Industry Trends
NE Indiana
Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

US Jobs
81,792
73,994
73,198
73,543
74,829
72,667
72,526
63,227

Jobs
2,270
1,801
1,759
1,660
1,746
1,570
1,452
1,348

Share
2.8%
2.4%
2.4%
2.3%
2.3%
2.2%
2.0%
2.1%

Location
Quotient
13.9
12.2
12.0
11.3
11.7
10.8
10.0
10.7

Share of
US
Establishments
1.9%
1.6%
1.8%
1.5%
1.4%
1.5%
1.2%
na

Source: Compiled from EMSI database

Table 21. Composition of National Wire Industry in 2007
NAICS
331222
331319
331422
331491
335921
335929

NAICS Description
Steel wire drawing
Other aluminum rolling and drawing
Copper wire (except mechanical) drawing
Nonferrous metal, except Cu and Al, shaping
Fiber optic cable manufacturing
Other communication and energy wire manufacturing
TOTAL
*Concentration: Percent of US Average

Firms
225
70
92
284
91
271
1033

National
Plants
274
72
126
316
96
335
1219

Jobs
15,156
2,500
11,249
18,679
5,555
28,926
82,065

NE Indiana
Jobs
Conc*
313
1033%
<10
999
4440%
122
327%
0
0%
136
235%
1,570
957%

Plants
4
3
7
1
0
2
17

Percent
1.7%
2.4%
3.7%
0.4%
0%
0.9%
1.5%

Source: Compiled from EMSI database
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Despite a decline in employment nationally, the wire industry has added new facilities during the
period. The industry added 81 facilities nationally between 2001 and 2009 while employment
declined. The trends in Northeast Indiana move in the opposite direction with a reduction in
plants from 23 to 14. The copper wire industry, however, added 6 plants in the region during the
past decade and moved counter to the rest of the wire industry in Northeast Indiana.

Trends Driving Future Growth in the Wire Industry
Demand and ultimate customers for wire depends on the material. Steel wire finds applications
in construction and automotive products, including springs, nails, staples, paper clips, coat
hangers and wire cloth, among other uses. Copper wire is used principally as electrical conductor
and the final products include motors, copper electrical cable, electrical devices, and automotive
wiring cable. Northeast Indiana has a significant national presence in both the steel and copper
wire industries.
Growth in the steel wire industry will be constrained, over the next five years at least, by the
slowdown in the automotive and construction sectors. Demand for copper wire will be aided by
infrastructure investments in the smart grid, alternative energy, and by the growth in delivery of
hybrid and electric vehicles, both of which require significant amounts of copper wire.
One of the factors that has limited the demand for copper wire is the world price of copper.
Many applications that were well suited for copper when world prices were $.85/lb are not
competitive with other materials when copper prices jumped to the $3.00/lb. range.
Another factor that has affected the demand for copper wire is the shrinking gauge of wire used
in automotive harnesses. While wire sizes as small as 22 gauge were common early in the
decade, sizes have dropped and harnesses now contain wire as small as 26 gauge. While the
length of wire is growing, the weight is shrinking.
A important research area in the utility industry is the development of high temperature
superconducting transmission cable. These cables are made from semiconductors and metal
alloys rather than traditional copper. Some of the experimental wires are carrying 150 times the
current of copper conductors with less line loss. While the technologies used to draw
superconducting wires are the same, the manufacturing techniques are likely to be much
different. Regional research support in the area of superconducting wire would be of benefit to
Northeast Indiana.

Outlook for the Wire Industry in Northeast Indiana
Northeast Indiana appears to have a critical mass of talent and technology to support the growth
of the wire industry. Portions of the wire industry are expected to grow substantially over the
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next decade with the adoption of hybrid and all-electric vehicles, the deployment of the smart
grid, and the growth in wind power development worldwide. Superconductive wire could also
prove to be a niche for Northeast Indiana, if the region can find a way to position itself as a
pioneer in the commercialization of superconductive wire for the transmission of electricity.
It should be noted that this wire cluster could be at the center of some of the other
clusters/subclusters in Northeast Indiana. Without paying it the attention it deserves, this wire
industry could continue to decline in the region. However, efforts to more effectively build on
the workforce talent currently present in the region could lead to a regional capacity to support
the emerging advanced technology vehicle industry, wind power, electric transmission, and the
defense-related industry. Wiring is critical in all of these industries, and this is a cluster that is
generally not targeted by other regions of the nation.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
Alternative Energy (AE) is a rapidly developing target opportunity for manufacturing
communities. Taimerica has compiled a list of over 200 manufacturing-related projects in AE
manufacturing in the last two years (see Figure 2).

Figure 2.

AE Projects Announced in US Since August
2008
17
17
15
26

2

8
8

6

1

3

1

12

35

5

51
37

Biofuels

Solar Mfg.

Wind Mfg.

Biopower

Battery Mfg.

Electric Car Mfg.

Headquarters

Biorefining

Other

Wood Pellet Mfg.

R&D

Storage

Nuclear Mfg.

Efficient Car Mfg.

Hybrid Car Mfg.

Source: Taimerica AE database
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The four principal platforms in AE are: solar; wind; biofuels; and biopower. Each of these
platforms shares production knowledge and workforce skills with already established
manufacturing industries (see Figure 3). Biofuels are similar to refining and chemical processing
in their equipment, workforce, and technical skills. Wind power is simi
similar
lar to aerospace in its
workforce and technical skills, while solar is really a new form of semiconductor industry. The
platform that best matches the industrial structure of Northeast Indiana is wind power.

Figure 3. Alternative Energy Platforms

Biofuels, Biopower & Biorefining
• Think refining & chemical processing

Wind
• Think Aerospace

Solar
• Think semiconductors

The U.S. Department of Energy is forecasting that 20 percent of the nation’s electricity will be
provided by wind energy in 2020. To meet this target, manufacturing capacity will have to grow
for the next eight years (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Department of Energy Wind Energy Forecast

A wind generating station has about 2,000 parts, most of which consist of mechanical
components like gears, castings, motors, or machined parts (see Figure 5). The blades and
nacelle typically are made from composite materi
materials
als using processes developed in the aerospace
industry.

Figure 5. Example of Mechanical Parts within a Wind Turbine Nacelle
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Northeast Indiana has an employment and skill base within seven of the twelve industries that
provide components to the wind energy (see Table 22).

Table 22. NE IN Industries with Potential Fit for Wind Component Manufacturing
NAICS
326199
331511
332312
332991
333412
333611
333612
333613
334418
334519
335312
335999

NAICS Name
All other plastics product mfg.
Iron foundries
Fabricated structural metal mfg.
Ball & roller bearing mfg.
Industrial, commercial fan, blower mfg.
Turbine & turbine gen. set units mfg.
Speed changer, drive, & gear mfg.
Mechanical power trans. equip. mfg.
Printed circuit assembly mfg.
Other meas./controlling device mfg.
Motor & generator mfg.
Miscellaneous electrical equip. mfg.

Wind Component
blade & nacelles
rotor hub, blade ext., tower flange
Tower
Ball bearings
Cooling fan
Turbine-generators
Gearbox, Indust. Speed Changers
Couplings for Power Trans.
Controller/ printed Circuits
Anemometer & sensors
Pitch Drive
Power electronics

NE 2009
Emp
2,829
537
652
0
0
0
56
160
285
1,063
1,012
93

Source: Compiled from EMSI database

Wind is already a big industry globally with established competitors alon
alongg its value chain (see
Figure 6). It would appear that the best opportunities for regional companies are to provide
equipment or parts to established companies like Vestas, GE, or Siemens, that are just now
establishing manufacturing and assembly plants in the U.S.

Figure 6. Wind Energy Value Chain

Mechanical
•GE
•Siemens

Blades
•Nordex
•Siemens
•LM
Glasfiber
•Vestas

Nacelle
•Nordex
•Vestas
•Siemens

Tower
•Trinity
structures
•Vestas
•DMI
Industries

Focus Groups Findings from Companies IInterested
nterested in Alternative Energy
Taimerica held focus groups in Northeast Indiana with companies that had expressed an interest
in alternative energy as an expansion opportunity. The number of participants was limited and
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these finding therefore might not reflect fully the opinions of the entire manufacturing
community on AE opportunities. Listed below is a recap of the findings:
•

Some companies in Northeast Indiana already are supplying product to the AE
marketplace. Others are planning to enter the market through acquisition or new
product development.

•

A big issue in the AE marketplace is the growing importance of international
certifications. Russia, China, and Europe all have certifications for manufacturing similar
to the UL standards and ASME standards in the U.S. AE companies from Europe are
looking for suppliers who meet the ICEX standards that have been adopted in Europe for
wind power equipment. Companies must demonstrate their ability to meet these
standards before they can qualify to work with the wind power Integrators that develop
the equipment now being deployed in the nation’s wind farms.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING CLUSTER
Taimerica offers the following recommendations for the growth and development of the
Advanced Manufacturing cluster in Northeast Indiana based on the findings in this study:
•

Insure that manufacturing companies in the region have the knowledge and resources
needed to qualify as ICEX certified companies. Training courses and a list of certification
companies that provide consulting assistance are tools that could accelerate the
adoption of the European and Chinese standards. These standards are important for
expanding the markets of Northeast Indiana companies, especially in the Alternative
Energy sector.

•

Regional developers should participate with regional utilities and state organizations in
trade missions and trade shows that are attended by the Wind Power Integrators.

•

Regional developers should participate in the Great Lakes Wind Network, which is
chartered to help companies in the Midwest transition from automotive suppliers into
alternative energy suppliers.

•

Northeast Indiana should form a career pathway training program in Tool and Die to
replace the program that General Electric ended when it reduced its manufacturing
presence in the region. Tool and Die is a critical skill set in wire, automotive, and other
metalworking industries.

•

Northeast Indiana developers should lobby the state legislature to revise the statutory
and regulatory climate for Upgrade training. Advanced Manufacturing companies are
not likely to expand employment greatly when they expand production so the old
training model of tying training grants to expansions in jobs will not meet the needs of
the AM sector.

•

Northeast Indiana developers should lobby the state legislature to revise the tax code to
remove penalties that manufacturing employers pay on their equipment purchases,
which are classified as personal property and not subject to the tax caps that
homeowners not enjoy on their real estate. The results of recent changes in the tax code
has been a shift of tax burden to business.

•

The region should develop a package of incentives and programs to attract suppliers to
the emerging hybrid and all-electric vehicle industry. Electric motors are expected to
displace 8 to 27 percent of the internal combustion powerplants used in the automotive
sector over the next five years.

•

Northeast Indiana should focus more attention on the wire industry, especially the
copper wire industry. The region has significant competitive advantages in wire
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production and technology and wire will offer significant opportunities for expansion of
the regional economy over the next decade with the growth in electric power vehicles,
wind energy, the smart grid, and the increased value of electrical components in the US
automobile and truck markets.
•

Northeast Indiana should design its training systems to produce a surplus of talent in the
metalworking trades, including CNC programmers and operators, tool and die makers,
and welders. Occupational statistics for Milwaukee and Grand Rapids suggest that the
region will need a bigger supply of workers with these skills in the future. The graying
workforce is also going to generate a significant need for training new workers to replace
those that are planning to retire in the next decade. Up to 40 percent of the workers in
some occupations in the auto cluster are expected to retire during the next decade.

•

Northeast Indiana should expand its talent pool of bachelor’s level graduates in
electrical, mechanical, industrial, and computer engineering. Occupations statistics for
the Advanced Manufacturing competitors suggest that Northeast Indiana has a smaller
talent pool and talent pipeline of graduate engineers than these other communities.

•

Northeast Indiana should expand its graduate offerings in engineering as well. Many
entry-level engineers need to earn a graduate degree for advancement in their field.
Having local programs where workers can earn a graduate degree while working in local
industry is a locational advantage for advanced manufacturing companies.

•

Northeast Indiana should examine the viability of a research program oriented toward
superconductors for power transmission and distribution. Superconductors are likely to
provide a new wire technology for use in smart grid applications.
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Automotive Companies Involved with Advanced Technology Vehicles
General Motors
In the U.S. G.M. will start with production of at least one mid-sized mild hybrid sedan in
2011. General Motors is launching its much-anticipated hybrid electric, Volt, later this
year in select markets. Volt, often referred to as a plug-in hybrid, or PHEV, is vaguely
similar to current hybrid vehicles, such as the Toyota Prius, in that it combines a gasoline
engine and electric drivetrain under one hood. There are a few key differences, however.
Volt adopts a larger, lithium-ion battery pack which will allow it to drive up to 40 miles
on electric power alone. And when it switches to gasoline its small four-cylinder engine
will serve only as a generator, providing electricity to run the motor and never directly
powering the wheels. This approach will help it get around the current lack of
infrastructure for charging electric vehicles. GM plans to ramp up production of the Volt
steadily in subsequent years, with 45,000 units expected to roll off the line in the second
year and up to 100,000 mild hybrids subsequently.
The Detroit-Hamtramck plant received $336 million in new investment to prepare for
production of the Volt, part of more than $700 million GM has invested in eight Michigan
facilities to support Volt production since 2008. This includes a 33,000 square-foot
battery systems lab in Warren; a battery assembly facility in Brownstown Township; and
supporting engine and stamping operations in Grand Blanc, Bay City, and three plants in
Flint. Besides direct GM jobs, the Volt has helped spur additional supplier employment
and investment. This summer (2010), battery cell supplier LG Chem/Compact Power Inc.
broke ground on a $300 million, 650,000 square-foot plant in Holland, Mich., to support
Volt production, creating 400 jobs.
The Savana, and the similar Chevrolet Express van, will be offered by G.M. with a
compressed natural gas conversion this fall.

GM/Bright Automotive
Bright Automotive, whose efforts to create a plug-in hybrid delivery truck were thwarted
by funding problems, is back on track because of a $5 million infusion from General
Motors‘ new venture capital division, G.M. Ventures. General Motors announced in June
2010 it was forming a new venture capital unit called General Motors Ventures, LLC. This
new unit is being funded with an initial investment of $100 million. It will serve to help
the company “identify and develop innovative technologies in the
automotive/transportation sector.” The subsidiary will attempt to discover small
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companies developing breakthroughs in the advanced vehicle industry.
Established in 2008 with considerable momentum as a spinoff of the Rocky Mountain
Institute with backing from Duke Energy, Google, Johnson Controls, and the Turner
Foundation, Bright showed a prototype last year but ran into the effects of the recession
as it sought to build the van. The company said the plug-in hybrid vehicle, named the
Idea, was expected to achieve 38 miles of range in battery-only mode, then another 300
or more with the 4-cylinder gas engine (now certain to come from G.M.) running.
Bright is the first investment for G.M. Ventures. Jon Lauckner, president of G.M.
Ventures, said General Motors would “benefit from working with an innovative start-up
company.” He said he hoped the company’s $5 million “would act as a catalyst for other
investors,” a process that could be compared to Toyota’s recent investment in Tesla
Motors. Bright plans to have the Idea in production in 2013 or 2014, serving a North
American commercial market that is estimated at 900,000 vehicles a year. G.M.’s
investment will give the company a minority stake in Bright when a formal agreement is
complete later this year. Bright also expects to “begin ramping up” Idea production in
the third quarter of 2010.

When it becomes a manufacturing company, Bright hopes to employ 1,000 people —
possibly with a factory in its engineering headquarters of Anderson, Ind. — and produce
50,000 vehicles annually. But the Idea is far from production-ready, and the company has
yet to choose a battery supplier. Bright claims that its plug-in hybrid Idea will save fleet
managers 18 cents per mile in operating costs. The company’s prospects will improve if it
also receives a requested $450 million low-interest government loan through the Energy
Department’s Advanced Technology Vehicles Manufacturing program. The G.M. funding
may help in that effort.
Ford
Ford Motor Co. will have an all-electric version of its Focus available in late 2011. In a
decade, Ford projects that as much as a quarter of its global sales volume will be
electrified, with hybrids dominating its electric fleet. Ford is spending more than $1
billion in the development of electrified vehicles and many are on Ford’s highest-volume
global family of vehicles.
Nissan
The first Nissan Leaf has yet to roll off the production lines and already the car is sold out
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in both the United States and Japan, its first markets. Nissan, whose North American
headquarters are in Franklin TN, accepted a $1.6 billion loan from the U.S. Department
of Energy in June 2010 for developing this vehicle. Leaf is a pure battery-electric vehicle,
or BEV, which is expected to get nearly 100 miles of range per charge.
Ghosn says that Nissan and its European partner, Renault, will have the capacity to make
500,000 electric cars by 2014. The expansion of Nissan’s Smyrna TN facility should be
complete in late 2012, at which time the automaker should be able to produce 200,000
lithium-ion batteries and 150,000 Leafs annually. That means a $1.7 billion investment in
the company’s lithium ion battery plant in Smyrna, Tennessee, and a total investment of
$5 billion from 2007 to 2012 in Nissan’s bid to dominate the electric-car market. It will
initially be offered to fleet buyers, including about 100 Enterprise Rent-a-Car locations,
which will permit the maker to test consumer reaction

Tesla Motors
Tesla Motors’ wants to start making electric sedans—at first, high-priced ones; but later,
cars for the masses. The U.S. government, betting on electric cars, has floated Tesla a
$465 million loan. Toyota plans to team with Tesla over the next couple years to start
building electric cars at the closed NUMMI auto plant in Fremont, California. And those
electric cars will likely be for the masses, given Toyota’s history as the company that
builds the most popular hybrid in the world, the Prius. Tesla will buy the New United
Motor Manufacturing Inc. (NUMMI) plant for $42 million. And Toyota will invest $50
million in the company if a $100 million initial public offering by the Silicon Valley
automaker goes off as planned later in 2010.
Chrysler
Electrovaya is supplying lithium-ion batteries for a test fleet of about 140 plug-in Dodge
Rams. Those battery-powered trucks will mate a battery with Chrysler’s 5.7-liter Hemi V8
engine. The trucks will be able to travel 20 miles on battery power alone. The program is
funded through a $48-million U.S. Department of Energy grant.
Smith Electric Vehicles
Frito-Lay plans to be the largest fleet of commercial all-electric trucks in North America.
New York City will become the first U.S. city with five fully-electric delivery trucks. FritoLay will be deploying 21 electric trucks in 2010; rolling out 155 additional trucks in 2011
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designed by Smith Electric Vehicles.
Hyundai
Overseas, Hyundai Motor Co. unveiled its first pure electric car in 2010, with a goal of
starting mass production of electric vehicles in 2012. The BlueOn, based on its i10
hatchback, will be powered by batteries made by SK Energy with a capacity of 16.4
kilowatts per hour. The BlueOn can run 87 miles on a single charge and features a
maximum speed of 80 miles per hour, the company said. Hyundai says it plans to deliver
30 of them to various South Korean government organizations this fall and will
manufacture 2,500 in 2012.
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